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Mourinho Could Be In Big Trouble On Monday Night - 
By Ian Hudson


Manchester United are in disarray and Jose Mourinho must carry the can. He looks 
fed up with the job and this is the one he craved most. The fans would accept losing 
matches if United played with panache and style but the football is turgid and the 
fans will soon turn against the boss. The home game against Tottenham now has a 
must not lose feel and a defeat would leave Mourinho on the edge. 


Tottenham are one of six teams who have won their opening two matches in the 
Premier League. They have not made any significant signings and the move to the 
newly built stadium has been delayed. Playing at Wembley takes away home 
advantage but the nature of away fixtures has not changed. Tottenham could give 
Mourinho a massive headache by winning at Old Trafford on Monday night.   


It’s not easy to retain the Premier League title and it’s not happened since 2009 
when Manchester United were champions of England for the third year in 
succession. Their neighbours City have made an excellent start to their defence and 
look in good shape to emulate the record breaking achievements of last season. 
Kevin de Bruyne was hardly missed as City demolished Huddersfield 6-1 at home.   


If City have a strong Spanish influence Wolves have recruited key personnel from 
Portugal. They have financial backing of wealthy Chinese owners which has allowed 
the Portuguese manager to recruit players from the country of his birth. Wolves have 
strong links with the agent Jorge Mendes who has the contacts to identify promising 
players from Portugal who should be suited to the Premier League but avoiding 
defeat against City at home looks beyond them.    


Jurgen Klopp spent the most money over the summer of Premier League managers 
and Liverpool now have a squad capable of challenging for major honours. They 
have never won the Premier League and going that step further to overhaul 
Manchester City may be beyond them this season. Liverpool have scored six goals 
without conceding in their first two league matches. 


It is difficult to work out the value of the form of Brighton’s home win against 
Manchester United. They had a plan and stuck to it but United were abysmal and 
didn’t take much beating. Brighton scrap at home and its results at the Amex that 
will determine if they maintain top flight status. The Seagulls are not as effective on 
the road and the budget plan probably assumes no points from the Anfield match.  


Watford have lurked in the lower reaches of the Premier League for the last three 
seasons and only Stoke and West Ham conceded more goals last season. They look 
vulnerable this time without some major signings but a win against Crystal Palace at 
home would make it three wins in three matches. The fixture list has been kind and a 
solid midfield could see the Hornets avoid the drop again. 
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Crystal Palace felt aggrieved that the penalty Liverpool won against them at home 
was unfair but they were still second best to the potential champions. Football is a 
team sport but Palace are hugely dependent on Wilfried Zaha and they struggle to 
win without him.  He has rejected a new contract but is still at the club and can help 
Palace win at Watford who lack quality.  


Newcastle and Chelsea have wealthy owners but the Londoners are in a different 
league. Mike Ashley holds the purse strings at Newcastle but seems more interested 
in growing his retail business than investing in the club. Roman Abramovich has 
spent a large fortune on Chelsea and seems to have billions while Ashley has 
millions to spend on football. The wealth gap can see Chelsea beat Newcastle on 
the road. 


The new Chelsea manager is known for playing attacking football and the way his 
teams operate will suit Eden Hazard who had a great World Cup. The style of play 
will please Abramovich but if Chelsea are not winning the manager walks. Rafa 
Benitez could go first if he loses patience with Ashley’s reluctance to provide 
transfer funds for the players Newcastle require to stay in the division. Losing to 
Chelsea at home will not help.    


Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


No Tragedy In Greece For Burnley 


Burnley overachieved in the Premier League last season for a club with their budget 
and wage bill. There is a direct correlation between how much an outfit can pay their 
players and their finishing position in the league. Burnley are a bottom six team 
based on their financial situation so qualifying for Europe was a case of punching 
above their weight. Second season syndrome suggests they will find their level and 
in the Europa League that means not qualifying for the group stages. However, 
Burney can defy the odds and DRAW with Olympiakos if the first leg of the last 
qualifying round in Greece tonight and that result is 27/10 with William Hill.  


Jos Buttler’s century for England against India in the 3rd Test was not good enough 
to avoid defeat but his side lead 2-1 in the best of five series. Test cricket is the 
longest format of the game but it’s from the sublime to the ridiculous because 
Buttler is playing for Lancashire this evening at Kent in the quarter-finals of the T20 
Blast.  Buttler is one of the best players in limited overs cricket and he has now 
added the string of a Test century to his bow. He could open the batting for 
LANCASHIRE against Kent which means they are the bet at 10/11 with bet365. 


It’s the start of the FedEx Cup playoffs with the first round of Northern Trust. There 
are 120 players in the field and over the next three qualifying events that number will 
be whittled down to 30 for the Tour Championship. At this stage everybody has a 
chance of winning the FedEx Cup and $10million bonus. Even the wealthiest golfers 
on the planet are interested in that amount of money. The world number one is 
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DUSTIN JOHNSON and he can be backed at 8/5 with Ladbrokes to outscore 
Brooks Koepka and Justin Thomas over 18 holes today.   


It’s the second day of the York Ebor meeting and the highlight is the Group 1 
Yorkshire Oaks (3.35pm). It’s a contest over one mile and four furlongs in which 
horses aged three get a nine pounds weight allowance from older horses. Sea Of 
Class is a worthy favourite on ratings and form but another horse is preferred. 
LAURENS has unfashionable connections but the horse has delivered in Group 1 
company and is the better option at 7/2 with Coral to win at York today.
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